Faith Nation: March 3, 2021
STANDING BY TO STANDBY, MORE TESTIMONY TODAY OVER THE DEADLY
DELAY DURING THE JANUARY RIOTS BREACHING THE CAPITOL. PLUS,
ROLLING BACK RESTRICTIONS, TEXAS IS SET FOR A 100% REOPENING AND
OTHER STATES ARE JOINING IN, AMID A BIDEN …
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AMERICA UNMASKED
D’Souza Podcast Ep38

Dinesh

In this episode Dinesh declares that with Texas, Florida and Mississippi now fully
unmasked, it’s a test of the free red states against the locked down blue states.
Dinesh continues his exploration of whether Trump has displaced Reagan in
setting direction for the GOP. Dinesh examines two renegade Republicans, Liz

Cheney and Nikki Haley, asking what their prospects are for future leadership.
Obama wants reparations on the grounds that the slaves built America; Dinesh
counters that it wasn’t slaves, and it wasn’t even immigrants—America was built
by settlers. Also Debbie joins Dinesh for a spirited exchange on whether the best
marriage is a traditional marriage, and the best traditional marriage is a benign
patriarchy. Dinesh D’Souza is an author and filmmaker. A graduate of Dartmouth
College, he was a senior domestic policy analyst in the Reagan administration. He
also served as a research fellow at the American Enterprise Institute and the
Hoover Institution at Stanford University. He is the author of many bestselling
books, including “Illiberal Education,” “What’s So Great About Christianity,”
“America: Imagine a World Without Her,” “The Roots of Obama’s Rage,” “Death of
a Nation,” and “United States of Socialism.” His documentary films “2016:
Obama’s America,” “America,” “Hillary’s America,” “Death of a Nation,” and
“Trump Card” are among the highest-grossing political documentaries of all time.
He and his wife Debbie are also executive producers of the acclaimed feature film
“Infidel.” — Want to connect with Dinesh D’Souza online for more hard-hitting
analysis of current events in America? Here’s how: Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/dsouzadinesh Twitter: https://twitter.com/dineshdsouza
Rumble:
https://rumble.com/dineshdsouza
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/dineshjdsouza
Email:
http://www.dineshdsouza.com/email/

The High Cost of Godless
Government | Ep 379 | Allie Beth
Stuckey
Yesterday, Texas Governor Greg Abbott announced that Texas will no longer have
a statewide mask mandate and that the government will no longer require
businesses to operate at reduced capacity. Then, we discuss New York Governor
Andrew Cuomo and the #MeToo moment he’s having right now. Three women

have accused him of harassment, and unlike Cuomo’s nursing home COVID
scandal, the media actually seems to care about this one. And, it’s time we
addressed the much-talked-about exchange between Senator Rand Paul and
Rachel Levine during Dr. Levine’s confirmation hearing.
Previous episodes: Ep 373: Uncovering Andrew Cuomo’s COVID Corruption |
Guest: Janice Dean https://youtu.be/y_D99wDkgx0 Ep 335: Understanding the
Biblical Telos of Gender https://youtu.be/b6aLs7ai50w Ep 376: How the Equality
Act Opposes Science & Faith | Guest: Lila Rose https://youtu.be/05VC6Whoq3Q
► Buy Allie’s book, “You’re Not Enough (& That’s Okay): Escaping the Toxic
Culture of Self-Love”: https://alliebethstuckey.com/book
► Subscribe to the podcast: iTunes: https://apple.co/2UVssnP Spotify:
https://spoti.fi/2FwkXxj Google Play: http://bit.ly/2HJ3CVu
► Connect with Allie on Social Media: https://twitter.com/conservmillen
https://www.instagram.com/alliebstuckey/ https://facebook.com/allieBlazeTV/

Tucker Carlson: Incompetent elites
are ruining kids’ lives
Tucker Carlson examines how coronavirus lockdowns have harmed children.
#FoxNews #Tucker
Subscribe to Fox News! https://bit.ly/2vBUvAS Watch more Fox News Video:
http://video.foxnews.com Watch Fox News Channel Live:
http://www.foxnewsgo.com/

Progress in the Fight Against
COVID-19 | CBN News Medical
Reporter Lorie Johnson
CBN News Medical Reporter Lorie Johnson provides the latest updates in the fight
against COVID-19.
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